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Abstract. Digital Video Forensics is getting a growing interest from the Multi-
media research community, as the need for methods to validate the authenticity 
of a video content is increasing with the number of videos freely available to 
the digital users. Unlike Digital Image Forensics, to our knowledge, there are 
not standard datasets to test video forgery detection techniques. In this paper we 
present a new tool to support the users in creating datasets of tampered videos. 
We furthermore present our own dataset and we discuss some remarks about 
how to create forgeries difficult to be detected by an observer, to the naked eye. 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, the widespread use of mobile devices has drastically increased the number 
of videos available online through several web channels, e.g. Flickr, Facebook, Twit-
ter, YouTube, Vimeo, Dailymotion. The huge amount of available videos improved 
the free flow of information around the world, but raised the problem of the validation 
of such information. The content of a video may be altered either with funny purpos-
es, or for malicious goals, e.g. to modify the evidences of a legal process, to support a 
political campaign or to emphasize a scoop of a TV news. 

Unlike the image processing tools, which have been very popular in the digital us-
ers’ community for a long time, video processing tools need more skill, above all if 
the goal is to alter the content of the video by deleting or adding objects to the scenes. 
Furthermore, in scientific literature, to our knowledge, there are not standard datasets 
to test the ability of Digital Forensics techniques in detecting tampered videos. 

In this paper we present a tool to support digital users in creating tampered digital 
videos, in particular to clone objects from a video sequence to another, or to the same, 
video sequence. The goal is to build a dataset of tampered videos, which can be used 
by the Digital Forensics community to test their video tampering detection tech-
niques. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we discuss some state of the art 
methods about Video Forensics; in section 3 we present our method for cloning ob-
jects in a video; in section 4 we present our dataset and remark some points and of our 
experimental tests; a conclusive section ends the paper. 
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2 State of the Art 

Multimedia Forensics is a relatively new branch of the Multimedia Processing re-
search field, and focuses on verifying the authenticity or detecting the source of a 
multimedia file. While Digital Image Forensics has been widely explored in the last 
ten years[1], Video Forensics issues have been rather less studied [2,3]. Regarding 
Video Forgery Detection techniques, they can be subdivided into active and passive 
approaches. Active approaches [4] exploit superimposed information, as watermarks 
or signatures, to verify the integrity of a video file. Passive approaches use internal 
features to detect if a video has been tampered in some ways. Some methods propose 
to use noise characteristics [5] to detect possible forgeries. Other works try to detect 
proofs of the evidence of a double compression [6,7]. Wang and Farid [8] proposed a 
method to detect duplicated frames used to remove people or objects from a video. 

Video forgeries may be classified [9] into: spatial domain alterations; temporal 
domain alterations; spatio-temporal domain alterations. Spatial alterations modify the 
pixels of one or more frames of a video sequence, without modifying its duration. 
Temporal alterations change the video sequence duration. This is the case of frame 
dropping or frame repetition techniques [10,11], used typically to alter the content of 
surveillance videos. Spatio-temporal alterations combine both of them. 

Tampering methods for video sequences may be further classified into inter-frame, in-
tra-frame and inter-video. Intra-frame forgeries are duplication of a part of a frame into 
the same frame and are very similar to image copy-move forgeries. Inter-frame forgeries 
are duplication of a part of a video into another part of the same video. Inter-video  
forgeries are obtained merging the content of two different videos.  

In our previous works we dealt with the problem of identifying copy move forge-
ries in still images [12-15]. In this work we present a tool which is able to support  
a user in the creation of all these types of alterations (intra-frame, inter-frame and 
inter-video forgeries).  

3 Proposed Method 

The whole cloning process can be subdivided into several steps, as shown in fig. 1: 
Selection, Tracking, Transformation, and Blending. 

3.1 Selection  

The first step is the only one in which the user intervention is required. The system 
requires the user to select, from a frame of the Source Video, a Region of Interest 
(ROI), to choose the object to be cloned (fig. 2.1). The system automatically extract 
the centroid of the input mask, as the average value of the points of its bounding box, 
which will be used into the blending phase. 

The system requires also a destination point into the Destination Video, where 
(coordinates) and when (the frame) the selected object has to be pasted. The object 
can be cloned into the same frame of the same video (Intra-frame), into another frame 
of the same video (Inter-frame), or into another video (Inter-video) . 
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a) 
 

b) 

c) 
 

d)  

Fig. 4. Handling the trajectory of the copied object in different ways. Copied object without 
transformation (a). Object rotated by 50° counterclockwise (b). Object position after 10 frames, 
if the original trajectory is kept  (c). Object position after 10 frames, if the rotation is applied 
also to its trajectory (d). 

3.3 Transformation 

In the simplest case, the selected object is pasted into the destination frame as it is. 
Optionally, users may apply some transformations to the selected object, to adapt the 
cloning to the destination scene or to create more complex forgeries.  

Two different types of transformations may be applied: Geometrical; Luminance 
and Chrominance. Regarding the geometrical transformation we considered the full 
transformation matrix: 

 
000 0 1  (1) 

where Sx and Sy are the scaling factors, Hx and Hy the shearing factors and θ is the 
rotation angle w.r.t. the image plane. Note that setting Sx and/or  Sy as negative val-
ues, the transformed object is flipped horizontally, vertically or both sides.  

When applying a transformation, it is possible to select to modify also to the object 
trajectory. Two options can be selected in this step: applying the transformation only 
to the object, which will follow the original trajectory; modify also the trajectory of 
the object. In this second case, we further apply a translation matrix to the trans-
formed image. The translation values are computed as the displacement between the 
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centroid of the original ROI cloned into the destination point without any transforma-
tions, and the centroid of the ROI, after the applied transformation. Note that the  
displacement between the original trajectory and the transformed one accumulates 
during each step of the cloning process. 

The Luminance and Chrominance changes are allowed simply by adding values to 
each RGB channel. Tuning these values it is possible to change the luminance or the 
color of the selected object, e.g. to adapt it to the scene brightness or color tone of the 
destination frame.  

3.4 Blending 

The first part of the blending module is a registration phase. We compute the offset 
between the two images to be merged as the displacement between the user selected 
destination point and the centroid of the actual ROI, and we apply the related  trans-
lation to the source image, in order to be ready for the blending phase (see fig. 5). We 
also register, as well, the input ROI, in order to mark out the pixels of the two images 
for the next blending phase. 

To achieve the most natural results, the two images, after the registration step, have 
to be merged as best as possible (fig. 6). It is desirable that the selected object con-
tours will be harmonized with the background of the destination frame, to avoid evi-
dent and annoying artefacts. For this goal we used the technique proposed by Hsu and 
Wu [19], which is based on the Laplacian Pyramid decomposition. The quality of the 
results depends on the number of chosen decomposition levels, above all if the 
brightness of the source and the destination frame are very different. On the other 
hand, the higher the number of levels, the higher is the execution time. Then we se-
lect, as a good tradeoff between efficiency and quality of the results, a number of 
levels equal to 6. 

4 Experiments 

The goal of this work is to create a tool to support users in cloning objects in digital 
videos. It is very difficult to give an objective evaluation to the results of a cloning 
method,  as no proper metrics can be used in this case. On the other hand, using a 
subjective criterion to evaluate the results may be meaningless, as the quality of the 
output videos strongly depends on the user ability: selecting the most accurate ROI; 
choosing a good destination zone into which copy the cloned object, in order to make 
it less detectable; selecting the best transformation to adapt the object aspect to the 
destination scene. A subjective evaluation of the results would be an evaluation of the 
user cloning ability, rather than our method’s potential. 

Then, in this section we present our own dataset of tampered videos, which we 
created with the proposed tool, and which is available on demand to test video forgery 
detection techniques. Furthermore we will also discuss how to use our tool to obtain 
the best results, in terms of undetectability, to the naked eye, of the cloned areas. 
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Table 1. Input Video Features 

VIDEO N° Frames Frame rate Duration rows Columns 

v1 172 25 6,88 s 360 640 

v2 334 25 13,36 s 576 768 

v3 98 25 3,92 s 540 960 

v4 259 30 10,36 s 540 960 

v5 554 30 18,47 s 240 320 

v6 104 25 4,16 s 576 768 

Table 2. The number of videos in our dataset, for each applied transformation. 

Transformation v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 

None 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Scaling 3 2 2 2 1 5 

Shearing 2 2 1 1 2 2 

Rotation 2 2 1 2 5 10 

Flipping 2 3 1 1 3 5 

Luminance 4 4 3 1 4 4 

RGB 3 3 2 2 3 5 

Combination 5 5 5 5 5 5 

4.1 Dataset 

We created our dataset from six different videos harvested by SULFA[20] and 
CANTATA[21] video datasets. All the videos represent scenes of traffic control, or 
parking surveillance. Five of the six videos are acquired with fixed cameras, while the 
last one is a scene of a camera following a car along a road. Note that our imple-
mented tracking method works, as well, with fixed and not fixed cameras, as it focus-
es only onto the object features, regardless of the background. We prefer to use  
fixed camera videos just as in these scenes the movements of the objects are more 
evident and, as well, cloned objects are more interesting. Tab.1 shows the principal 
features of the chosen reference videos. Starting from these dataset of videos, we 
created 160 tampered videos, with different types of cloning, as shown in table 2. 
Within this dataset, the average duration of a cloned slot into a destination video is of  
30 frames.  
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Regarding the efficiency, using a Windows 7 (64 bit) machine with an Intel Core 
i5 2.4 GHz processor, and 4 GB RAM,  the execution time is about 1,7 seconds per 
cloned frame then, on average, less than 1 minute for the whole process. Most of the 
time (65% ca) is spent in the blending phase, which is nevertheless needed to achieve 
good quality results. 

In our dataset we created both videos with invisible and visible, to the naked eye, 
cloned objects, as we are interested in building a dataset with a lot of possible trans-
formations, rather than perfect cloning results. However, on the basis of our experi-
ments, in the next subsection we will present some suggestions to obtain forgeries that 
will be difficult to be detected to the naked eye. 

This dataset is available at [22] (or by contacting the authors by email) to research-
ers who want to test their forgery detection techniques. 

4.2 Remarks 

In this section we present some suggestions, based on our experimental tests, to create 
an “invisible” cloned object: 

- First of all, choosing an object full of details. In this case, the selected object will 
have a lot of interest points and the tracking method will perform better. Of 
course, if a homogenous area is selected, our method fails, as no SURF points can 
be extracted and no tracking can be performed,  not even with other algorithms.  

- The object trajectory has to be as much rigid as possible. In fact when the object 
changes its trajectory in a non rigid way (e.g. a car along a road with turns right or 
left), the number of matching points between two consecutive frames decreases 
(see section 3.2), the estimated transformation between the object in the two 
frames is less accurate, and so the relative transformed mask. Therefore the 
tracked object may be deformed or may have lacking portions, even if correctly 
tracked. The same problem occurs when the tracked object starts exiting the scene, 
as a lower number of interest points are extracted. 

- An accurate ROI selection is very important. When creating the mask to select the 
object to be copied, the ROI polygon must be as close as possible to the object 
edges, to discard background information which will influence the blending phase. 
On the other hand, if the ROI is too close to the object boundaries, some of the in-
terest points of the object could be not included in the mask, resulting a lower per-
formance of the tracking algorithm. 

- Selecting a good destination point. If the area into which we want to copy the 
desired object is too full of details, when pasting the object, also after the blending 
step, the difference between the source and the destination areas will be very evi-
dent, and the cloning more easily detectable. On the other hand,  pasting the se-
lect object onto homogenous areas will create more visually convincing results. 

- As well, above all in case of inter-video forgeries, the source and the destination 
areas should have similar luminance values, otherwise, in spite of the blending 
phase, the cloned area will be evident. Alternatively, the luminance difference 
may be corrected by using the luminance transformation function. 
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- A cloned moving object must be consistent to the other objects into the scene. For 
example, if we consider a scene with a lot of cars along a street and we decide to 
clone another car which crosses that street orthogonally, even if no cloning arte-
facts are revealed, any observer will be able to detect the forgery, as the object 
“behaviour” is highly suspicious. 

- Respect the perspective rules. For example, if we apply a magnification to a 
cloned object and we put it backward with respect to the other objects in the scene, 
considering the camera position, it will be very evident that the object is a fake, as 
the size difference will reveal the forgery. 

5 Conclusions 

Digital Video Forensics can be considered still a new research field, even if digital 
watermarking techniques have been proposed for a long time to validate the authen-
ticity of a video content. Nevertheless, active techniques, as well known, cannot be 
used in most of the real cases, then passive techniques are preferable for real applica-
tions. Regarding passive Video Forensics techniques, on the other hand, a lot of work 
has still to be done to solve the related problems, above all if we compare the actual 
results to those of the existing Image Forensics methods. It is then important for the 
researchers to have common and standard datasets to test their algorithm and compare 
their results with those of the same scientific community. With this work we aim to 
meet these needs and to give to the Multimedia researchers both a new tool to create 
their own testing videos, and a reference dataset to compare their results to those of 
the other researchers. 

In our future works we plan to improve our tool to better support users, e.g. helping 
them to better select the desired object, suggesting to them the best areas into which 
pasting it into the destination frame, automatically adjusting brightness differences 
between the copied and destination areas, etc. We further plan to extend our dataset, 
including more videos and other different types of transformation. We are also work-
ing on a new forgery detection method that will be able to detect and localize the 
cloned areas of tampered videos.  
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